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Abstract

This paper is a blueprint for the development of a
fully domain-independent single agent and multi-
agent heuristic search system. The paper gives
a graph-theoretic representation of search prob-
lems based on conceptual graphs, and outlines
two different learning systems. One, all "informed
learner" makes use of the the graph-theoretic defi-
nition of a search probleln or game in playing and
adapting to a game in the given environment. The
other a "blind learner" is not given access to the
rules of a domain, but nmst discover and then ex-
ploit the underlying mathematical structure of a
given domain. These learning agents are based
on generalizing the understanding obtained with
the Morph chess system to all games involving
the interactions of abstract Inathelnatical relations.
Blind learner can be viewed as a type of neural
network that makes explicit use of fuzzy graph-
isomorphism to exploit at a "recta-level" analogous
states of the net itself. Publically available soft-
ware has been developed for supporting research
in blind learning and informed learning in the con-
text of general problem-solving. The paper is based
on studying the graph-theoretic structure of large
open problems in machine learning research and
giving a reasoned, unifying, framework for working
toward their solution. In a field seeking compre-
hensive theories and general testbeds we hope that
providing such a framework and software for explo-
ration is an important contribution. The ultimate
success of the framework awaits filrther investiga-
tion.

Introduction

We suggest the following tenets or guiding principles
for developing machine intelligence:

1. Intelligence is optimal problem-solving in pursuit of
specific goals under resource constraints. (Note that
no mention is made of human cognition or conscious-
ness).

*Partially supported by NSF Grant IRI- 9112862

2. Given this definition, domain-independence and
adaptability are fundamental aspects of intelligence.
(To not adapt, if economical, is sub-optimal)

3. Single and multi-agent state space search problems
are a large and important class of problems in which
to develop and study machine intelligence

4. The task before us is to develop fully domain-
independent methods for working in state-space
search domains.

5. The knowledge required to perform well in these do-
mains is embodied in the definition of the domain
and the mathematical structure of the state space.
I.e. the degree that a heuristic is good is explain-
able within the framework of the mathematics of the
space.

6. Experience in a state space reveals mathematical
structure that can he exploited by an optimal prob-
lem solver (what is not revealed, need not be ex-
ploited).

7. For many practical problems, experience alone re-
veals enough structure to lead to efficient problem-
solving.

8. The underlying mathematical structure in these do-
mains is independent of the labels given to the con-
ditions and operators in the state-space definition.

9. This mathematical structure is embodied in the inter-
actions of the conditions, defined by the operators of
the domain, the relationship of this interaction con>
plex to a given state, and the relationship of the given
state to the goal state.

10. The effects of such interaction complexes is entirely
domain-independent and is governed by regular laws
just as such interactions in matter and energy are
governed by the laws (not necessarily all known) 
physics.

11. These laws once discovered and exploited by comput-
ers will make them intelligent under the definition
given above.

12. Computers may be an important tool in the process
of discovering these laws.

With these tenets in mind and the ultimate goal of
discovering the laws of state-space search before us we
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are working on these separate but absolutely comple-
mentary projects:

¯ GENERIC-REPRESENTATION: A graph-theoretic
representation of the definition of a single-agent or
multi-agent state-space search problem that is in-
dependent of all domain-specific or arbitrary labels.
(i.e. a program tllat can convert tile declarative defi-
nition of a state space into a more generic, but equiv-
alent, graph-theoretic representation).

¯ INFORMED-LEARNER: A program that performs
well ill state-space search given this graph-theoretic
definition of tile state space, supplied domain-
independent heuristics and experience.

¯ BLIND-LEARNER: A program that performs well
on state-space search problems given no definition of
the state space or pre-supplied heuristics - just the
rewards at the end of the game, experience and legal
states (as raw bit vectors) to choose from at each
choice point.

¯ MORPHII: A programming environment that allows
exl)eriments to be easily designed and carried out on
tile above topics.

None of these projects is designed to directly pro-
duce the laws of state space search but to gradually
give us an understanding that could lead to these laws
and to their empirical validation. Meanwhile work on
these problems increases the power of the machine.
Tile basis for the work on each of the four subpro-
jects is described below. The sumInation of this work is
fully domain-independent adaptive game-playing soft-
ware known as MORPHII. MorphII is a successor of
tile Morph chess system (13; 9) that has achieved ap-
proximate novice strength despite using just 1-ply of
search and few human-supplied heuristics. This paper
gives a fiflly domain-independent version of Morph as
opposed to the original which despite good intentions
carries some human biases and chess idiosyncrasies.
Further, we believe tile new learning mechanism de-
scribed ill tile sections on informed-learning and blind-
learning directly addresses limitations of the original
Morph model: graphs being too specific and insufficient
freedom given the system with respect to the class of
patterns that can be forined and to the combination of
their weights.

Generic Representation of Games and

Search Problems
We claim that a large class of state-space games can
be represented by utilizing tile notion of directed hy-
pergraphs. A hypergraph is a set S coupled with a set
of hyperedges that are subsets of S. A hyperedge is di-
rected if its nodes are ordered. A hypergraph is nested
if its nodes themselves may be hypergraphs.

We now define the following game that we call the
"generic-hypergraph-game". The specifications have al-
ternatives that inay be selected to form other games.

¯ Each player starts with 0 points.

¯ Let P1,...,Pn be a finite set. of primitive boolean con-
ditions.

¯ States are n-tuples [P1,...,Pn] representing the truth-
values of these conditions.

¯ The game starts in some specified initial state or the
initial state is selected randomly. Precisely, the initial
state is chosen randomly from a set of states satisfy-
ing a given set of conditions.

¯ Operators are ordered pairs of a set of primitive
boolean conditions as pre-conditions and return an-
other set (not necessarily disjoint from the precondi-
tions) of post-conditions. An operator is legal at 
given state if its preconditions are satisfied. Alterna-
tively, operators could have probabilistic effects. At
each state one agent is asked to select an operator
from among the legal ones.

¯ Another set of operators are executed automatically
after each state is created - these "reward operators"
are usually used for standard bookkeeping operations
such as assigning the proper number of points to each
player.

¯ Terminal conditions are hyperedges, such that if each
of their conditions are achieved the game is over.
Games will also terlninate if no legal moves are avail-
able for the player to move or (possibly in addition)
if a position repeats with the same player to move.

¯ Players alternate turns selecting applicable operators,
the player with the most points at the end of the game
wills.

¯ Knowledge limitations: Normally each player has
perfect knowledge of the operators and of the cur-
rent state. Variants include restricting each players
knowledge to a certain set of conditions in the current
state, or to certain definitions of the operators.

Generic Game Taxonomy of Popular
Games

Here we outline how popular games can be viewed as
variants of the generic hypergraph game of the previous
section.

¯ Single-agent search problems such as the tile puzzles
fit naturally in this framework. If the object is to use
as few moves as possible, a primitive condition is set
that is unaltered by the rules and returns (through
the reward operators) -1 each time it occurs.

¯ Tic-tac-toe-like games (such as Qubic, Renju and
GoMoku) in which objects are placed and never
moved, have operators with one condition in the pre-
list , one condition in the post list and all terminal
hyperedges produce positive rewards as well.

¯ Hex is a game played on a grid of hexagons, that play-
ers alternate taking possession of, one player tries to
make a path of his own hexagons from top to bottom
and the other player from left to right. Hex falls per-
fectly into the Tic-Tac-Toe format by considering the
hexagons as nodes and the various paths as the hy-
peredges, with rewards assigned correspondingly to
which ever player can win in that path. But Hex call
be viewed as a "more complex" tic-tac-toe like game
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in that there are all exponential number of hyper-
edges per nodes in tile graph. Hypergraphs which ex-
hibit this property (including those for checkers and
GO) have been shown to be PSPACF_,-hard (for arbi-
trarily large boards) and are PSPACE-eomplete (8)
if restricted to polynomial length games.

...the fact that a problem is PSPACE-
complete is even stronger indication that it is in-
tractable than if it were NP-Complete; we could
have P=NP even if P is not equal to P-Space.

¯ Chess-like games such as
those defined in MetaGame(15) have primitive opera-
tors that are more complicated than in Hex. Further,
conditions may change non-monotonically (once true
may become false). Note that in a natural "bit" rep-
resentation for these games there may be no explicit
pieces or squares but boolean conditions representing
piece-square parrs.

¯ Go-like games (such as Othello), in which there is 
element of point accumulation, have richer reward
structures than Tic-Tac-Toe and thus although re-
lated to Hex have an even greater combinatorial ex-
plosion of goal states over primitive nodes since they
involve goals that are in essence subsets of hyperedges
(nested hyperedges) themselves.

¯ Bridge-like games have random initial states. Bridge
can be represented as 52 x 6 conditions for which
player owns which card, whether it has been played,
arid whether it has been played in the current trick.
The communication aspect of bridge can be defined
by simply making explicit the reward structure that
encourages collaboration and giving each player ac-
cess to the inforination on other player’s selected op-
erators (corresponding to bids). 

¯ Chance games such as Monopoly and Backgammon,
require stochastic conditions to be set on each move
that then limit the legal moves available to the next
player. The notion of money in Monopoly may be
defined directly as the number of points a player has.
Note that unlike previously mentioned games, having
enough points may be necessary preconditions for op-
erators.

Clearly, this representation is not fully adequate in
that certain games (such as the stock market?) fall out
of this framework, some games are expressed mmatu-
rally and it is combinatorially intractable. Simply enu-
merating all of the terminal sets of conditions in chess
or GO is a daunting task for example. Still, by illmni-
nating the mathematical structure of these games, the
verbiage accompanying individual domaius that make
us deal with them singularly rather than holistically has
been removed. The "verbiage" is a very succinct way of
abstracting and referring to the underlying structure.
Barney Pell’s Metagame (15) is an excellent example
of generating generic chess-like games at the normal
abstract operator level. He also has general heuristics

1The simplicity of the specification, shouldn’t obscure
the fact that there are rich and complex research problems
in getting computers to bid effectively or to learn to do so.

that allow decent MetaGames to be played without do-
main knowledge other than the rules. These heuris-
tics are however confined to these chess-like games and
don’t generally deal with the mathematics of state-
space search itself. Though it would seem that general-
izing them to this larger class of games may be possible.

Hoyle (5) is another domain-independent game-
playing and learning system that deals at the abstract
operator level. It carries with it a rich set of advisors
that embody human supplied heuristics. To the de-
gree that these heuristics are truly domain-independent
and operate on a generic as opposed to specific game-
representation we can say that Hoyle is an informed
learner, but certainly not a blind learner.

In the next section we outline how a more natural
graph-theoretic generic game structure may be devel-
oped by taking advantage of the concept of variables
and abstract operators.

Generic Games with Abstract Operators

To reach a more natural definition of generic games we
need to add the notions of domain objects, static re-
lations, dynamic relations, variables and bindings but
still keep the "label-free" framework by omitting the
arbitrary names assigned to objects, conditions and op-
erators. 2 The framework is inspired by Peirce’s exis-
tential graphs (16) and the more modern version "con-
eeptual graphs" developed by Jolm Sowa (17) and our
own work in experience-based planning (12).

¯ Each domain will have a finite set of domain objects
O1 .... Om.

¯ Unary, binary and higher relations may be defined on
these objects.

¯ An n-ary relation is a set of n-tuples of domain ob-
jects. In the finite search domain, rather than defin-
ing types explicitly we shall simply note that they
are implicitly defined as the set of objects that occur
in any single field of a relation. At the implemen-
tation level, relations that are symmetric or transi-
tive may be abbreviated by specifying a kernel set
of tuples and then giving the desired property from
which the remaining tuples can be inferred. Other
abbreviations and computation of relations are pos-
sible such as finding adjacent squares on the chess-
board through calculation. Static relations are those
that are constant for a given game. A frequent use
of static relations is in defining board topology.

¯ Abstract operators are seheinata or miniature hyper-
graphs with the following features. Nodes represent
the variables in the schema condition or are constants
representing domain objects, hyperedges are directed
and "labeled" (with a pointer) with the relation that
they refer to. Hyperedges are flrrther labeled as to
whether they are preconditions or postconditions and
whether the relation is negated - these labels being
domain-independent Inay be assigned directly. It will

2Once this is done conceptually the names may be re-
tained as mnemonic aids for humans, but recognized as ar-
bitrary by the program.
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be assumed that operator preconditions and postcon-
ditions are conjunctions of possibly negated relations.

¯ The relations appearing in operators that are not
static relations are defined in terms of variables (and
sometimes domain objects) rather than domain ob-
jects, hence their contents can change dynamically
from state-to-state. Thus, these are called dynamic
relations. A common dynamic relation is "ON" which
gives which pieces are on given squares, for example,
in board games. The fact that ON is a 1-1 mapping
between sets, also facilitates learning - see the discus-
sion of variables below.

¯ States, then, are hypergraphs over domain objects.
As the static relations are always true it is only neces-
sary to give the dynamic relations when representing
a state.

¯ An operator is then applicable in a given state iff
there is a 1-I mapping in variables of the opera-
tor to domain objects s.t. all relations specified in
the operator are true (or false, if negated) of those
domain objects. The result of applying the oper-
ator is to remove from the current state those hy-
peredges associated with the pre-conditions and add
those edges associated with the post-conditions under
the variable binding. Since static relations are con-
stant throughout the problem-solving process those
bindings of objects that could ever possibly (con-
strained by the relations) satisfy an operator deft-
nition, could in principle be computed ahead of time
leaving only the conditions to be checked. How to
organize the preconditions of tile operators best for
matching is a topic considered elsewhere (3; 6; 14; 2;
ll).

¯ Thus, an abstract generic game definition (as opposed
to the one based on primitive operators and condi-
tions above) is a complex nested directed hypergraph
that includes the following: A finite set of domain ob-
jects, a finite set of static relations (as hyperedges of
directed hyperedges) over the domain objects, a finite
set of dynamic relations (as hyperedges over variables
or domain objects) , a set of operators (as hyper-
graphs defined in terms of variables, domain objects,
dynamic conditions and static relations) (with nega-
tion, precondition and postcondition as attributes )
, an initial state as a set of dynamic relations , re-
ward operators, and terminal hypergraphs (defined
analogously to the reward operators and terminal
conditions in tile variable free format. Such hyper-
graphs can be represented directly using the concep-
tual graphs semantic network formalism (17).
Thus, tile conclusion is that a large spectrum of
single-agent and multi-agent search problems can be
viewed as games of graph-transforms directly analo-
gous to organic chemical synthesis: states are graphs,
and operators are graph-to-graph productions, ter-
minal and reward conditions may also be expressed
as graphs. This conclusion is not surprising, given
that conceptual graphs and other semantic network
schemes have been shown to carry the same expres-
sive power as first-order logic. The conclusion is sig-
nificant, however, in that is suggests the potential for

grap!l-theoret!c analysis of tile rules of a domain and
ensuing experience for uncovering powerful heuristics
and decision-making strategies.

Example 1: SWAP

The SWAP operator that switches a bottom block for
a top block and vice versa in a tower of three blocks
would have this verbal representation: PI~E: on(x,y),
on(y,z), clear(x) POST on(z,y), on(y,x), clear(z). 
representation has an equivalent operator graph involv-
ing three variable nodes and six dynamic relation edges.

Such a representation of SWAP could apply to thou-
sands of domains that involve this type of swapping,
moves in tile-puzzles are an instance, except that one
of the variables is instead a domain object (for the blank
tile).

Example 2: Tic-tac-toe

The following is a declarative representation of the rules
(for APSII) of 3x3 tic-tac-toe based on the abstract op-
erator representation. We assume player1 (X) is the
one moving and that the board is transformed appro-
priately to make use of this.

Domain : Tic Tac Toe

Domain Objects:

SQUARE{SII,SI2,SI3,S21,S22,S23,S31,S32,S33}
PIECE: X,O,B

Static Relation:

THREE_IN_A_ROW<SQUARE, SQUARE, SQUARE>

Dynamic Relations:

ON<SQUARE, PIECE>
PRE_ON<SQUARE, PIECE>: ON
(* PRE_ON is ON used as a precondition *)
POST ON<SQUARE, PIECE>: ON
(* POST_ON is ON used as a postcondition *)

Operator:

PUT_A_PIECE(SQUARE: s):
PRE_ON<s, B>
POST_ON<s, X>

Static State (definition of static relations):

THREE_IN_A_ROW
{

<Sll S12, S13>
<$21 $22 $23>
<$31 $32 $33>
<Sll $21 $31>
<S12 $22 $32>
<S13 $23 $33>
<Sll $22 $33>
<S13 $22 $31>

}
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Initial State:(assumes static state included)

ON<S11 B>
0N<$12 B>
0N<$13 B>
0N<$21 B>
0N<$22 B>
0N<S23 B>
ON<S31 B>
0N<$32 B>
0N<$33 B>

Terminal Condition:
(assumes having no legal moves is terminal)

THREE_IN_A_ROW<sl, s2, s3>
ON<sl, X> ON<s2, X> ON<s3, X>

Reward Operator:

Terminal-flag
(* flag set for terminal condition*)
[PLAYER: #1]-PGST_SCORE->[I].

Evaluation of representation scheme

The representation scheme does not yet include facil-
ities for inference over static and dynamic relations.
Such a facility is available in conceptual graph theory
but has not been necessary ill the relatively straightfor-
ward search domains we have analyzed but would be
required for efficient automatic theorem-proving. All
such facilities will be available shortly in the Peirce con-
ceptual graphs workbench (7; 4) in which our learning
system is implemented.

Aa important step in showing the generality of the
mechanism will be showing that games generated from
the MetaGame generator take this structure. The im-
plications of managing and manipulating such a struc-
ture are yet unknown, but the potential seems high. For
example, any macro-operator that "is executable in one
search domain will work in any other (single-agent) do-
main that carries that macro- structure. Using such a
domain-independent graph-theoretic representation we
have been able to show that the entire TWEAK plan-
ning system can be reduced to 5 such abstract opera-
tors and a simple control structure and further that two
classical AI problems: Roach’s robot problem and Suss-
man’s anomaly can be solved using the same database
of domain-abstracted operators as macros (12). It 
hoped that the evaluation of operator-condition inter-
actions can be done across domain structures.

The hypergraph game: a generalization
of Tic-Tac-Toe

To further illustrate the unifying power of study-
ing games based on their mathematical structure
let’s take a closer look at the tic-tac-toe-like gaines.
Such games reduce to the following "basic"-hypergraph
game: Given a hypergraph, players alternate selecting
nodes and the first player who owns all nodes in any

given hyperedge wins. We shall assume in the discus-
sion below that there are only 2 agents. For example,
3x3 tic-tac-toe has a graph of nine nodes and 8 hyper-
edges. 3x3x3 has 27 nodes and 48 hyperedges. 4x4x4x4
(Qubic) has 64 nodes and 84 hyperedges. Tile discus-
sion here builds directly on previous work on forks(5),
GoMoku and Qubic(1), hopefully putting that work 
proper perspective.

The hypergraph representation (being unlabeled)
makes symmetries fully realizable through graph-
isomorphism. This mathematical representation also
lends itself to reasonable heuristics such as the quality
of a node choice is proportional to the number of "live
edges" it is involved in and inversely proportional to the
number of nodes remaining in each of those edges. (i.e
summation for live edges l/n-1 where n is the number
of nodes in that edge). Through the use of subgraph
analysis more precise heuristics can be developed (5).

Reductions in the basic hypergraph game

It is usefifl to become familiar with redtlctions that
preserve game-theoretic value (without incorporating
search) in basic hypergraph games, since such reduc-
tions may very well not have been apparent from the
traditional state representation. After each move a hy-
pergraph may be translated to a smaller but equivalent
representation (for calculating the value of a state as-
suming optimal play). The idea is that we only need to
remember for each edge which player owns it and which
nodes remain unplayed. Given this information, edges
with nodes owned by both players may be removed. A
set. of duplicate edges (edges that involve exactly the
same nodes) can be reduced to a single-edge that pre-
serves ownership if all owners are the same, or carries
no ownership if both agents own such an edge. Simi-
larly, if ownership is the same, edges that are subsumed
by other edges are removed. So with each move:

1. Remove each edge that the move was to that was
owned by another player.

2. Remove the node itself and set the ownership of all
other affected edges to the player who has moved (the
ownership fields may already be so set).

3. If any edge now has zero nodes, the player who moved
wins. If no more edges remain the game is a draw.

4. Remove all but one out of a set of duplicate edges
and update ownership as described above. Remove
any edge that is a superset of another and carries the
same ownership.

Now that we have studied the basic-hypergraph
gaines, we move the analysis to chess-like games. These
gaines have the following additional features:

1. Operators are more complex as they have multiple
pre-conditions and post-conditions.

2. Conditions can change non-monotonically: a condi-
tion which is true can become false and vice versa.

Chess-like gaines (15) are simply examples of perfect
information, two-agent, search problems.
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Improving on the Morph learning model
Once we understand that search-problems are games
of graph-to-graph transformations, we can also under-
stand how knowledge of the existence of a subgraph of a
graph representing the current state may carry predic-
tive value of the outcome of the game. Inherent in such
a graph are the potentialities of operators that can be
applied (or prevented) and a relationship to terminal
conditions and goals of the game. Given our current
understanding of the physics of state-space search, it is
not yet known how to assess the value (as expected out-
come) of such a subgraph directly but instead it may
be learned statistically from experience as in the Morph
chess system. Recall that in that system we limit search
control to exactly 1-ply oflookahead to force us to focus
on issues associated with heuristic construction and de-
velopment. In fact, the restriction to 1-ply search is one
of degree rather than kind since determining the pres-
ence of Morph’s patterns requires 1 or 2 ply of search
itself. Through the knowledge of static relations in a
domain and experience we wish to pre-compile many
search results into the heuristic.

Given that the values of subgraphs can be approx-
imated accurately, as we believe is the case in Morph
(though fllrther improvements to the weight learning-
mechanisms are certainly possible), we must ask our-
selves then "why is Morph not a better chess player!?".
We cite the following two major reasons for lack of more
success in the underlying playing system:

1. Inappropriate mechanisms for combining the values
recommended by each of the individual subgraphs.
Ttle original hypothesis was that the pattern-values
could be combined numerically, independent of which
patterns have produced these values and the relation-
ship between these patterns. We now believe that
this hypothesis is false, if we are to produce a strong
heuristic. The Manhattan Distance for tile puzzles
suffers similar shortcomings. In fact, experiments we
have conducted in which one attempts to combine
the values of higher-level patterns (involving several
tiles in the 8-puzzle), without knowledge of the un-
derlying patterns but having their correct values
(as expected distance to the goal for states having the
pattern) have also proved unpromising. These exper-
iments were done by hand rather than using statis-
tical methods to form the combination equation as
described below, but still demonstrate the difficulty
of using even perfect knowledge about a subset of
patterns in a complex domaiu.

2. A second weakness is in the specificness of the graphs
in the chess system. The system lacked the ability for
information learned about one graph to directly in-
fluence the values of other similar graphs. This leads
to many learning inefficiencies, especially considering
that for some specific graphs they may be only seen
a few times in tile system’s career and that, this may
provide insufficient information to give them accurate
values.
Fortunately, these difficulties can be addressed. The

original hypothesis underlying the Morph design is that
knowledge of the relationships between objects
must be exploited. This hypothesis has been borne

out by the moderate success Morph has had using its
graphs. The hypothesis must simply be carried further:
the two difficulties above both refer to lack of exploita-
tion of the relationships of the graphs themselves.

To continue with our design we assume a generic
learning module with the the following properties:

¯ It contains n subsystems.

¯ It estimates the value of a state S, by first consulting
its subsystems (which are themselves generic learning
modules ) to get their estimates of the value of 
and combines their values numerically (perhaps non-
linearly) using an equation that it has learned.

¯ The module receives feedback (as a"better prediction
value") for its predictions from a higher-level system.

¯ The module learns by modifying its combination
equation.

For the purposes of this discussion, we may ignore the
learning method used by the generic learning module.
Conceptually, any function learning method based on
neural nets, regression analysis, nearest neighbor meth-
ods, etc. will do. Instead, we will focus on the identifi-
cation of the subsystems themselves and towards their
interaction.

The individual learning modules are to form a
partially-ordered hierarchy based on the "subsystem"
relation. It is assumed that all modules of the hierar-
chy receive feedback for individual states in a state se-
quence using tim same temporal difference learning (18)
mechanism as in Morph. At the bottom of the hierar-
clay are "primitive systems" these are systems with no
subsystems that attempt to learn a constant that is the
best predictor of their feedback values. Every module
is responsible for predicting the outcome of the game,
higher-level systems base their predictions by combin-
ing the recommendations of lower-level systems. To
insure "action" the primitive systems in the hierarchy
are initialized using a random, Gaussian distribution
around the expected reinforcement value for the game.
An informed learner may already produce through anal-
ysis the values of certain subsystems. Individual sub-
systems correspond directly with the patterns in the
Morph chess system, but are more flexible as they learn
how to combine values produced by subsystems lower
in the hierarchy rather than attempting to determine a
fixed constant weight.

As games move from the simple to complex the com-
plexity of the individual learning module and the hi-
erarchy of learning modules will need to increase as
well. For simple games, as in 3x3 Tic-Tac-Toe it is pos-
sible to write an evaluation fimetion for optimal play
that is simply a linear combination of the values of ob-
jects (X,O, or B) on individual squares - correspond-
ing to a 2-level hierarchy, with nine modules on the
lower level and one module on the top. However~ for
a game such as chess, an evaluation fimction based di-
rectly on the values of objects on the 64 squares will
not perform well (as experiments we have conducted
on neural networks have shown) as it is known that
no linear combination of these objects will do (since
it is the relationship bet~een objects and not individ-
ual objects that is critical). To simply expect a non-
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linear evaluation function to succeed begs tile question,
since where do the complex irrteractions it needs to con-
sider come from! Also, in order to efficiently learn the
proper coefficients for tiffs complex function, knowledge
must be transferred and shared between terms (other-
wise all pawn-can-take-queen combinations for example
must be learned separately).

We hypothesize that the structure of tile rules
tlmmselves dictates the structure of the sys-
tem hierarchy, that by exploiting this struc-
ture the learning process can be made much
more efficient and that the colnplexity of the
learned evaluation function can be greatly re-
duced. For example,(consistent with the reduction
rules given above) it is sufficient to evaluate a state ac-
curately in tic-tac-toe to know the number of X’s and
O’s in each row, column and diagonal. The counting
procedure for each row, column and diagonal can use
the same "Three-in-a-row" module and due to symme-
try considerations tim system raced only consider differ-
ent coefficients for three different types of "three-in-a-
row relation". Corrsider, the generalization of tic-tac-
toe, given as the basic hypergraph game above. For an
arbitrarily large board, it would be difficult for a single
learning module to learn to evaluate states well, with-
out knowing the underlying relationships on the board.
However, we hypothesize that any state in such a game
can be evaluated accurately (after reductions as above)
given the following:
¯ Primitive subsystems for every raode ira the domain.
¯ A subsystem for each hyperedge, that stands above

the hierarchy for each individual node.
¯ A subsystem for each raode that combines the values

returned by each of its hyperedges.
¯ A top-level system that combines the values of each

of its nodes.
In general:

¯ The primitive systems correspond to the primitive
conditions in the underlying problem domain. These
are usually caused by 1-1 relationships between sets
as with tire dynamic relation ON between pieces and
squares ira many games. The tile-puzzles have 81
primitive corrditions, chess has 13x64 primitive condi-
tions for pieces and squares (and a few more dealing
with the potential for en passant capturing, draw by
repetition and castling). These primitive conditions
form the lowest level ira the hierarchy.

¯ The second level in the hierarchy correspond to state-
variables (squares for many domains) which are sets
of primitive conditions such that at most one is on
at a given time. Naturally, for the state-variables
tire best predictor will be the value of its primitive
condition that is ON.

¯ Tire next level(s) in tire hierarchy correspond to the
static relations and type declarations in tire domain.
Thus in the tile-puzzles there is a system for every
adjacent tile pair, in tic-tac-toe for squares forming a
3-in-a-row relation, in chess for all sorts of relation-
ships between squares that are relevant in tim rules
(In-same-rank, In-same-file, ha-same-diagonal, In-L-
Shape, etc.).

¯ Tim next level deals for each second-level subsystem
(square), with combining the values recommended 
all static relationships that it is in.

¯ The final top-level combines the values for all second-
level subsystems. It may be that rather than using a
top-level a relaxation process should be invoked that
feedbacks each nodes new values back into the level
two nodes and cycles until node values converge.

Ttfis design deals directly with the first weakness ira
Morph discussed above since the combination functions
learned will be localized and specific to the patterns
under consideration (i.e. ira the new framework two
patterns that return exactly the same value may be
treated differently by the problem-solving system based
on their learned interactions with other patterns).

The second weakness (inability for patterns to share
information) has been diminished somewhat by the hi-
erarchy but still remains. Consider chess for a moment:
as stated above the system would have to learn new
values for every "in-same-diagonal" relation. To han-
dle such redundant effort, eada relation type will cor-
respond to exactly one subsystem, wtfile individual in-
stances of the relation will supply input to tiffs subsys-
tem, but take tim output as specific input to a tfigher-
level system. Thus only one subsystem need be created
for each relation type. Similar redundancy may also be
exploitable in lfigher order subsystems. For example,
ira chess each square is involved ira a similar set of rela-
tions with other squares though the amount and types
of these relations may vary.

As another example, consider the tile puzzles. The
lowest level corresponds to the value of each position-
tile pair, level-two to the value of each position, level
3 corresponds to the "adjacency" relation between two
squares used to define legal operators. Level 4 combines
the value of such conditions at each node. Due to sym-
metry considerations only 3 types of level 4 modules
are necessary. Finally, Level 5 combines the raine val-
ues recommended by each position (though the learning
may also take advantage of the symmetries exploited on
level 4).

Blind-Learning
Obviously, the problems of blind-learning are much
more substantial than in the case of informed-learning,
precisely because there is no domain definition to guide
tim construction of the learning hierarchy. Not only do
the generic learning modules have to learn as before,
tim question of which generic modules are formed and
their interrelationship becomes a critical issue. Further,
recognizing redundancy so it can be exploited becomes
a difficult matter.

Not only can an informed learner start from a much
better place, experience should also be exploited more
accurately in Informed Learning than ira Blind Learn-
ing. Still it is important to study blind learning, be-
cause in some domains one is not given access to arty
declarative description of the rules, because the addi-
tional difficulties ira blind-learning give us a better ap-
preciation for the information supplied in the rules, and
because it forces the learning system (and its developer)
to make use of every ounce of information available. In
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the blind learning framework tile agent is given privy
to the following information and no more:

¯ The current state of the board as a finite-length vec-
tor of boolean conditions (bits). It is intended that
this bit description be exactly the information a legal
move generator would need to generate the correct set
of legal moves in a given state. Beyond this no inter-
pretation is given to the bits and they may be placed
in a "scrambled order". Just as Informed Learning
may operate in domains with rule encodings ranging
from malicious to benevolent, Blind Learning must
operate with state encodings of varying quality.

¯ That the other agent is playing with the same set of
rules it is, i.e the legal moves and rewards from any
set of conditions is fixed and the same for each player
(under some inversion or symmetry of the board).

¯ The states resulting from each of its legal moves at
any given point in the game.

¯ The reinforcement for the game in terms of some re-
ward that the agent is trying to maximize.

Consider how Tic-Tac-Toe would appear to the blind
learning agent: The board can be represented as 18
bits - 2 bits for each square: 00-empty, 01-X, 10-O, ll-
is an unused code. To make things more obscure one
can consider the board as representing a base 3 num-
ber (even with the squares placed in a strange order)
and thus states could be represented as a 14 bit binary
number. Thus, even a straightforward game like Tic-
Tac-Toe could quickly disguise any resemblance to the
standard board and the form of the rules of play. This
is intended. We feel that methods must be developed
to produce a general learner - one capable of adapt-
ing, given proper amounts and variety of experience to
any game-playing environment. It is our hope that the
graphs denoting lhe subsyslems will help lo exploit any
isomorphic interactions of values wherever they might
occur. II is exactly this exploitation of "analogous re-
lationships" through graph-isomorphism thal separates
MorphH from virtually all other learning systems.

A blind-learner would start as a two-level system with
primitive subsystems for individual bits and a top level
system that learns to combine the values for each bit.
Intermediate subsystems may evolve by creating a sub-
system for every set of bits that disappear or appear
with a single operator application. These add-sets and
delete sets correspond to complex relations, intersec-
tions of these may correspond to simpler relations. Fur-
ther, state-variables (corresponding to level 2 in the hi-
erarchy discussed above) can be recognized by starting
with all bits in a single variable and gradually splitting
into smaller variables by finding counter-examples (10).
Such variables correspond very well to unary relations
or types in the hidden game definition. For example,
these could be pieces or squares in a non-malicious en-
coding of chess.

Exploiting analogous relationships

In the blind-learning framework subsystems will be
formed based on relation instances rather than rela-
tion types as in informed-learning. Thus, it is critical

to try to identify similar relations (by comparing coef-
ficients in their learned combination equations). Such
identification requires a type of fuzzy-graph matching.

To further understand the motivation for fuzzy-graph
matching consider the blind learning framework and the
combinatorial explosion associated with chess. Con-
sider, for instance, the difficulty of learning that placing
one’s queen where a pawn can capture it is usually bad
regardless of where it occurs on the board - includ-
ing in those places it has not yet occurred! Learning
such a straightforward concept is actually a difficult one
for all learning algorithms- especially those operating
on uninterpreted structures. Here we are assuming no
knowledge of piece, square, pawn or queen etc. has been
supplied.

We have used the term "variable" to denote a set of
bits such that at most one is on at a given time and
have described how such variables can be learned. We
shall say that the value of a variable at a given time is
equal to the value (if any) of its positive bit. Thus the
generic learning module can be applied to learning the
value of a conjunction of two variables as a combination
of their underlying values.

We shall assume that the blind learning system
has observed several instances of the pawn-can-take-
queen relationship (i.e relationships between two unin-
terpreted piece-square conditions due to this relation-
ship) and encounters a new instance. If it has seen
this instance as a capture before it hopefully will be
fine, since it would have created a specific relation for
the deleted and added conditions, the But if not seen
before there may still be a learned interaction between
the pawn-square condition and a variable formed by the
conditions referring to the square the queen is on.

That is, tim desired concept can be learned as a re-
sult of learning the square "variable" where the queen
is on and having formed a conjunction of the pawn-
square condition (or a variable involving it) with this
variable. The variable gets instantiated with the value
of tire queen-on-square condition. Presumably there
have been other captures by the pawn to the square the
queen is on. Thus the learned interaction between these
squares will hopefully look similar (to some degree) 
learned interactions between other pairs that denote
"attack". Thus, sharing closeness with these other in-
teractions (where ira fact queens may have been cap-
tured) a possibly accurate transfer of knowledge may
be made. The assumption is that games of interest
have regular underlying structure - to the degree that
this assumption of regularity is false the more difficult
is the learning task and the more false inferences that
will need to be made before the proper structure can
be learned - if at all.

If no connection between these squares has been no-
ticed before, being ignorant of board topology and the
rules, it would be virtually impossible to recognize the
interaction - though possibly it would be inferrable very
iudirectly from other patterns.
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MorphII: Domain-Independent Games

Environment in C-I-+

The blind learning and informed learning testbeds de-
scribed above are available as part of the public do-
main software known as the Peirce Conceptual Graphs
Workbench(4). The learning system in Peirce, known
as MorphlI, accepts the rules of a single agent and
multi-agent state-space search domain, translates them
into conceptual graphs, and then monitors games and
learning via a "super -referee". As the code is fully ob-
jectified in C++, it is possible for learning modules to
be coded and tested as well as for modifications to be
made to our initial implementations of blind learning
and informed learning algorithms as described above.
Declarative rule sets for a number of games are avail-
able, including backgammon, chess, tic-tac-toe, and the
8-puzzle. It is also possible to test the power of differ-
ent search algorithms and Mman supplied heuristics in
these domains.
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